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Abstract. We propose how to extract procedural knowledge rather than 

declarative knowledge utilizing machine learning method with deep language 

processing features in scientific documents, as well as how to model it. We 

show the representation of procedural knowledge in PubMed abstracts and 

provide experiments that are quite promising in that it shows 82%, 63%, 73%, 

and 70% performances of purpose/solutions (two components of procedural 

knowledge model) extraction, process‟s entity identification, entity association, 

and relation identification between processes respectively, even though we 

applied strict guidelines in evaluating the performance. 

Keywords: Information Extraction, Text Mining, Procedural Knowledge 

Modeling, Procedural Knowledge Extraction. 

1   Introduction 

Technology Intelligence is an activity helping companies or organizations to make 

better decisions by gathering and providing information about the state-of-the-art 

technologies [1]. Recently, the systems supporting Technology Intelligence have been 

actively developed to assist researchers and practitioners to make strategic technology 

plans [2]. Usually, these systems import text mining methodologies to analyze tacit 

information inside company or on the Internet. However, they focused on extracting 

declarative knowledge, which describes objects and events by specifying the 

properties which characterize them; it does not pay attention to extract the actions 

needed to obtain a result, but only on its properties [3]. Therefore, we propose a 

methodology that enables to build procedural knowledge using text mining technique 

based on deep language processing. In general, procedural knowledge has been 

considered as knowledge of how to do something or knowledge of skills [4]. It is 

contrasted with propositional knowledge or declarative knowledge. Even though two 

kinds of knowledge have been defined differently in different domain, Sahdra and 

Thagard [4] summarized them as shown in Table 1. 



Table 1. Different terms used with respect to knowledge-how and knowledge-that 

 Knowledge-that Knowledge-how 

Philosophy propositional knowledge procedural knowledge, abilities 

Psychology 
Explicit knowledge, 

declarative knowledge 

Implicit knowledge, tacit 

abilities, skills 

Artificial 

Intelligence 
Declarative knowledge Procedural knowledge 

If we could build the Knowledge-how information from documents, there could be 

a lot of application analyzing such highly organized procedural knowledge. As an 

example, the procedural knowledge in the biomedical domain enables doctors or 

researchers find state-of-the-art technologies and their detailed procedures 

conveniently. So, they can improve the quality of medication services as well as 

technology enhancements. Moreover, it is also beneficial to the policy makers in 

governments or companies on building new plans preparing for the upcoming highly 

diversified world. We explain related work in section 2 and describe how to model 

and extract the procedural knowledge in PubMed1 abstracts in section 3. Section 4 

shows two major experiments; purpose/solution sentence classification and unit 

procedure identification. The results on how to extract procedural knowledge using 

text mining methodologies are followed at section 5. At last, we summarize and 

conclude in section 6. 

2   Related Work 

A lot of research on extracting information like terminology, entity, and concept 

using various resources such as dictionary, thesaurus, or ontology has been published 

continuously until now [5-7]. The research on relation or event extraction between 

them also has been popular these days . However, those works have been focusing on 

knowledge-that instead of knowledge-how. Even though Jung, et al. [8] extracted 

procedural knowledge and built ontology from the web documents like eHow2 and 

wikiHow 3 , their target documents are already structured (listed) in a bulleted 

sequential form. For an example in wikiHow, there is an article labeled “How to 

Celebrate National Egg Month”. It contains 6 sequential instructions which are 

imperative sentences. From the article, he extracted sequential actions and built 

ontology for further usage. The sequential instructions are structured by the wiki-

authors. In addition, parsing the sentences is straightforward since almost of them are 

simple sentences rather than compound or complex sentences. 

                                                           
1 PubMed: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 

2 eHow URL: http://www.ehow.com 
3 wikiHow URL: http://www.wikihow.com 



 

3   Methodology for Procedural Knowledge Extraction 

3.1 Modeling 

We modeled the procedural knowledge which is structured to solve a specific 

purpose or goal. That is, procedural knowledge in a document consists of a set of unit 

procedures and each unit has a common purpose to be resolved by the procedures. So, 

the target document could be represented as a pair of purpose and its solution(s) 

which consists of a set of graphs of unit procedures. It can be depicted as following 

Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of procedural knowledge in PubMed abstract: T, A, and M are 

acronyms of Target, Action, and Method respectively. 

As depicted in Fig. 1, we defined procedural knowledge as a combination of a 

purpose and a corresponding solution. And the solution consists of one or more unit 

procedures having relationships with each other. The unit procedure is a triple 

combination of Target, Method, and Action; Target is defined as diseases, symptoms, 

objects, organs, and so on. Method is treatments, operations, medications, etc. Action 

is a predicate part connecting or relating Target with Method to explain how to apply 

a Method to treat a Target disease or symptom. This modeling has been carried out 

with medical doctors who have supported us because of their professional knowledge 

in the medical domain and being one of the best benefit recipients from this research. 

3.2 Extraction Procedures 

According to the model constructed in subsection 3.1, we designed how the 

procedural knowledge could be extracted. The major four steps to build procedural 

knowledge are as follows. 1) Preprocessing target documents by extracting possible 

lexical, syntactic, or semantic features using various natural language processing 

techniques; such POS tagging, syntactic parsing, predicate-argument structure tagging, 

and ontology based terminology identification. 2) Classifying the purpose and 

solution sentences among the entire sentences belonging to a document. The features 

gathered in the step 1 are supplied to machine learning algorithms that actually 



classify the sentences into one of the three categories (purpose/solution/other). 3) 

Identifying the unit procedures in each purpose or solution sentences. A unit 

procedure consists of three basic entities, Target/Action/Method. Unit procedure must 

have at least two entities except that in purpose sentence. The triple from the purpose 

sentence is considered as not an actual procedure but a nominal procedure. So, the 

triple is used only for simplifying purpose sentence. 4) Assigning the relationship 

between two unit processes. The relationship could be sequential, parallel, casual, etc. 

3.3   Target Documents 

In this paper, the target document for procedural knowledge is confined to the 

areas of Gastric Cancer and Spinal Disease by the help of medical doctors having 

been working together. That‟s because those diseases have more probability of 

sentences containing appropriate procedural knowledge as well as they are popular 

and familiar topics people are interested in. Most of review papers or case study 

papers popular in the biomedical domain are not appropriate for procedural 

knowledge extraction since they do not include experiments or methodologies which 

contain procedural information. The target document is semantically divided into 

several blocks by authors on submitting their papers. The blocks are classified as 

OBJECTIVE, BACKGROUND, METHODS, RESULTS, and CONCLUSIONS in 

general. Sometimes, one or more block are omitted or merged. By the way, we are 

focusing on classifying purpose and solution parts which include two or more out of 

the three entities. So, it is differentiated with other researches on sentence 

classification [9], [10] because we only select the sentences possibly containing one 

or more entities (Target, Action, and Method). In general, the solution part consists of 

one or more methodological sentences. 

3.4   Training Corpus 

We developed a training corpus for extracting procedural knowledge by the help of 

two medical doctors. Total 1309 documents are tagged with purpose/solution labels 

which contain one or more unit processes (Triple: Target, Action, and Method). In 

addition, the relationship between two unit processes is also marked. After tagging, 

the two doctors carried out cross-validation of the tagged corpus. The corpus consists 

of two domains: Spinal Disease (949 documents) and Gastric Cancer (360 documents). 

4   Experiments 

The experiments are divided into two parts; purpose/solution classification, unit 

process identification. The former classifies sentences into one of three classes: 

purpose, solution, and others, but the latter identifies the triple, Target/Action/Method, 

in the purpose/solution sentences. For preparing the two experiments, several text 

mining techniques are applied to the target documents explained in the next 

subsection. 



 

4.1   Preprocessing 

The target documents are preprocessed with Part Of Speech (POS) Tagging, 

Syntactic Parsing, Predicate-Argument Structure Tagging, and Ontology Mapping. 

The POS tagging has been applied using Enju parser4. Predicate-argument structure 

[11] is applied, which is a representation of the meaningful relationships of words in a 

sentence according to the relation between predicate and its arguments. At last, the 

ontology mapping for terminology identification is added. The terms corresponding to 

ontology item in UMLS5, UniProt6, or GO(Gene Ontology)7 are marked. This deep 

processed information is utilized on training or testing the machine learning based 

algorithms explained in subsection 4.2. 

4.2   Purpose/Solution Sentence Classification 

Extracting purpose/solution sentences from an abstract could be regarded as a 

classification problem selecting one category out of three categories such as purpose, 

solution, and other. For this task, we utilized two machine learning approaches, 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs)8 and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)9. The 

reason why we applied CRFs, frequently used in sequence labeling problem, in 

addition to the SVMs is that the order of the semantic blocks in abstract are sequential. 

The features for this experiment consist of four kinds of items. 1) Content features: 

unigrams and bigrams in target sentence. Stemming and Stopwords elimination are 

applied. 2) Position features: sentence number of target sentence in the abstract. The 

purpose sentence tends to be located at the first few sentences and the solution 

sentences are rather later part of the abstract. 3) Neighbor features: content features of 

previous and next k sentences of the target sentence. 4) Ontological features: ontology 

terms in the UMLS, UniProt, and GO. 

4.3 TAM Identification 

This experiment is to extract the three entities as Target, Action, and Method 

(abbreviated as TAM) using CRFs algorithm with 4 kinds of features as follows. 1) 

Word features: word, word lemma, POS tag, whether first character is capital or not, 

whether all characters are capital or not. 2) Context features: words and POS tags of 

previous and next k words of the target word. 3) Predicate-argument structure: 

predicate type and its argument words and POS tags. 4) Ontological features: 

ontology terms in the UMLS, UniProt, and GO. This task is to find the boundary of 

the word or phrase that is recognized as Target, Action, or Method. Therefore, we 

used most widespread representation so-called IOB tags for chunking of each entity. 

                                                           
4 Enju Parser, http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/enju/ 
5 UMLS, http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/ 
6 UniProt, http://www.uniprot.org/ 
7 Gene Ontology, http://www.geneontology.org/ 
8 LIBSVM v3.0, http://www.uniprot.org/ 
9 Mallet 2.0 for CRFs, http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/ 



The B and I tags are suffixed with the entity type, e.g. B-Target, I-Target, B-Action, I-

Action, B-Method, and I-Method. Of course, it is not necessary to specify a chunk 

type for tokens that appear outside an entity, so these are just labeled O. An example 

of this scheme is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Tagging TAM entities 

4.4   TAM Association 

In previous sub-section, we identified all entities in each sentence. However, a 

sentence may contain one or more TAM triples. In some cases, one or more entities 

between two TAMs could be shared. In an example sentence, “T1 and T2 was A1 by 

M1 and M2”, many triples such as <T1, A1, M1>, < T1, A1, M2>, <T2, A1, M1>, etc. 

could be extracted. So, the entities in a sentence should be engaged with each other in 

a way that each action tries to connect to each Target or Method and decides whether 

it is appropriate to be a Target or Method of the Action, as depicted in Fig. 3. There 

are one Target, one Action, and two Methods in the example sentence. Based on the 

Action „analyzed‟, two triples could be extracted, like <‟simulated electrograms‟, 

„analyzed‟, „basic time-domain method‟> and <‟simulated 

electrograms‟, ‟analyzed‟, ‟frequency-domain method‟>. This task could be regarded 

as binary classification at the Action entity since it is a decision problem of whether 

each link from Action to either Target or Method is appropriate or not. 

 

Fig. 3. Multiple TAMs in a sentence 

Therefore, we applied SVMs binary classification algorithm so as to decide 

whether each link from Action to Target (or Method) is feasible or not, using the 

following three features. 1) Position features: position (previous: negative value, next: 

positive value) of Target (or Method) from Action. 2) Context features: words and 



 

POS tags between two entities. 3) Predicate-argument structure: predicate type and 

predicate word between two entities, whether the Target (or Method) is related 

through predicate-argument structure. The Target or Method entity could be absent 

while the Action should exist. So, the triple <Target, Action, > or <, Action, Method> 

is possible, but <Target, , Method> is not. 

4.5   Relation Extraction 

After associating TAMs to identify a unit process in a sentence, we need to 

associate each TAM to the other based on their relationships. In Fig. 3, there are two 

unit processes consisting of a triple entity, TAM, as described in subsection 4.4. The 

two processes have parallel relationship with each other because the two methods 

(CFE and DF) are carried out separately and in parallel, according to the example 

sentence. Fig. 4 shows an additional example of a sequential relation. There are three 

unit processes and they are engaged in sequential manner according to the clue words, 

„first’, „then’, and „finally’. 

 

Fig. 4. An example of sequential relationship between two unit processes from a snippet text. 

This task could be thought of as a multi-class classification because we have to 

find one among several relationships between the pair of unit processes in a sentence 

or adjacent (previous and next) sentences, using various clue words. For this task, we 

defined only two relationships such as sequential and parallel relationship as a 

feasibility task. And we utilized SVMs for this binary classification task using the 

following three feature groups. 1) Position features: position (previous, next) of the 

target unit process, clue words (first, second, finally, parallel, one, the other, and, both, 

as well as, … ) and their relative positions to the unit process. 2) Context features: 

words and POS tags between the processes, POS tag of Action word in the unit 

process, the composition of the unit process such as <T,A,>, <,A,M>, or <T,A,M>. 3) 

Predicate-argument structure: predicate type and predicate word related to the two 

processes. 



5   Results 

5.1   Results on Purpose/Solution Sentence Classification 

The training and test set are divided in the ratio 8:2 (leave-two-out method) and 

CRFs and SVMs methods are applied to train purpose/solution sentence classification 

models. The F-1 score of purpose sentence classification using CRFs achieved 85% 

while it is relatively low (69%) in solution sentence classification. The reason why the 

performance is rather bad in solution sentence classification is that there are quite a 

few sentences that have not at least two entities out of the TAM, even though the 

sentence sequences of the abstract affect the performance in assigning categories of 

the sentences. 

Table 2. Purpose/Sentence Classification Results 

 Precision Recall F-1 

CRFs SVMs CRFs SVMs CRFs SVMs 

Purpose 0.8326 0.8462 0.8578 0.9009 0.8450 0.8727 

Solution 0.6923 0.8333 0.6913 0.7610 0.6918 0.7955 

Total 0.7279 0.8369 0.7326 0.7957 0.7303 0.8158 

However, the result using SVMs is quite promising since the F-1 scores of the two 

tasks are 87% and 80% respectively in Table 2. Recall that the model for this 

experiment is not only for a sentence classification but also for checking whether the 

sentence contains TAM or not. Actually, some sentences in METHODS block could 

not be assigned to solution category because they only have at most one component of 

TAM. So it is rather different from the general sentence classification [9], [10] which 

performs over 0.90 in their F-1 scores. The both machine learning methods show in 

common that performance on purpose is better than that on solution because of the 

consistency in writing the purpose sentences. Usually, „to ~‟, „the aim of this study ~‟, 

and „the goal is ~‟ are the sentence patterns frequently observed in purpose sentences, 

while it is hard to find the common pattern in solution sentences. 

5.2   Results on TAM Identification 

For this experiment, the training and the test set are also divided in the ratio 8:2 

(leave-two-out method) and only the CRFs method is applied to train TAM 

identification model. As we mentioned previously, the performance below does not 

include partial matching in multi-word entities since most of the medical terms are 

very sensitive in the semantic perspective according to medical experts. For example, 

the substring such as „cooperative ataxia rating scale‟, „ataxia rating scale‟, or 

„rating scale‟ is not regarded as the correct one in the Method term, „international 

cooperative ataxia rating scale‟, shown in subsection 3.3. The result on Action entity 

shows high compared to the other two because the number of words in Action entity 

is at most 2-3 and the main word is verb or verb equivalent. On the contrary, Target 



 

and Method entities are large in their length and they contain relatively more 

adverbs/adjectives as well as composite nouns. 

Table 3. TAM Identification using CRFs 

Entity Precision Recall F-1 

Target 0.5212 0.5696 0.5443 

Action 0.7878 0.7753 0.7815 

Method 0.6014 0.5078 0.5507 

Total 0.6401 0.6102 0.6248 

5.3   Results on TAM Association and Relation Extraction 

We also used leave-two-out method with SVMs classification method and got a 

result like Table 4. According to the result, the performance of Action-Target 

Association is superior to Action-Method. It‟s because the syntactic variation in 

sentence of the Method components is much complicated than that of the Target 

which is usually located in the beginning part of sentence. Additionally, we also 

performed relation identification experiment using SVMs classification method with 

leave-two-out method. We only focused on two relations (Sequential and Parallel) as 

a feasibility task. The parallel relation identification is better than the sequential one 

since its clue is more direct that the sequential clue because the parallel clues are 

„both‟, „and‟, „as well as‟, „at the same time‟, and so on. 

Table 4. Unit process association using SVMs 

Association Precision Recall F-1 

ActionMethod 0.7455 0.6823 0.7125 

ActionTarget 0.7921 0.7087 0.7481 

<T,A,M> match 0.6305 0.6003 0.6150 

Table 5. Relation Identification using SVMs 

Relation Precision Recall F-1 

Sequential 0.6799 0.6911 0.6855 

Parallel 0.7122 0.7210 0.7166 

Total 0.6961 0.7061 0.7010 

6   Conclusion 

We proposed a procedural knowledge modeling and extraction method for 

Technology Intelligence based on machine learning approaches with deep language 

processing analysis. The experiments showed that the proposed approach is quite 

promising because it shows 63%~82% in each step of the procedural knowledge 



extraction steps, even though we applied strict guidelines in evaluating the 

performance. In addition, we built a handcrafted valuable training corpus with two 

medical doctors, which have 1309 PubMed abstracts categorized into 8 diseases from 

both gastric cancer and spinal disease. For future work, we plan to apply the approach 

to the full-text of documents such as papers, patents, and/or reports. 
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